
THE IMPORTANCE OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMING

But TV's importance in society goes deeper than that. Television is a medium Great television programmes create
communities around them. TV shows, live.

Last but definitely not leastâ€¦ 7 Audio Levels! You may have noticed that a few times a year our local
stations will promote a big investigative news story they are working on or maybe they are going to do a series
of live on location shows for a couple of weeks. In the U. While leading TV executives say that the traditional
TV schedule has indeed been affected, they maintain that it remains an essential tool both for viewers and
networks â€” and, from their point of view, will remain so for the foreseeable future. The social television
experience is completed with exclusive online content, pre-release of sequences before linear-TV broadcast,
digital video interviews, making of videos, backstage photos and many others. TV inspires the mind
Television is a fantastic educational tool. They look at factors such as; on what day a show should air and in
what time slot. So the majority of our audience may very well be into the same things you all are into. Watch a
few episodes of the program to see the common themes and storylines. Your favourite drama series? Well they
can be a good thing or a bad thing. The spread of the rumor depends on the number of. In finding
programming to air, always keep in mind who your target audience is and what will appeal to the vast majority
of that audience. So any programming we plan to air should be ran by Tammy to make sure there are no
issues. Demographics, again, refers to statistical data relating to the population and particular groups within it.
TV delivers quality Thanks to the hard work of talented people on and off-screen, building on decades of
experience and on new ways of working and communicating with audiences, the production quality of
television programming has never been better than it is today. Themed schedules are a common practice
around major holidays â€”such as Valentine's Day , Halloween , and Christmas â€”where channels may air
specials , films, and episodes of existing series that relate to the holiday. Each of these factors is crucial for
having a successful show and a successful season. The idea of grouping together a block of shows -- maybe
even a whole week of shows during a certain time period â€” and this group of shows is centered around the
same theme. You can just about bet that it is time for sweeps when this happens. Legal Authority of the FCC
and its History The FCC administers all broadcasting and imposes the requirements for wire and wireless
communications through its rules and regulations. This would include data on your audiences Age, sex,
education, income, etc. Another stunting technique is to have a famous person appear in an episode --
typically, a famous actor, political figure, athlete, or singer. Plan: Decide what diarrhoeal problem you will
focusing on in your TV programme, who is your target audience, what they should do to solve the problem,
and why, and how many different shows you will produce commercial, documentary, public service
announcement. So here we goâ€¦ the fact is that most TV viewers do not have a college education and they are
older than you are. It strengthens the position of existing brands and reassures consumers about the choices
they make. Now of course, Buc-TV advertising will likely be handled differently than commercial broadcast
stations but we will still need to be airing programming that we can sell to advertisers who we would like to
underwrite or sponsor us. Look at all of the Talk shows and Reality shows on TV today. The same goes for
television programming.


